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ABSTRACT
RISC-V has become an important option for both academia and
industry when considering new microprocessor designs. The open
instruction set allows designs to be tailored for next-generation
processor goals.
Sniper is a next-generation parallel multicore simulator, which
allows trading-off simulation speed for accuracy with a range of
simulation options. Combining flexibility with ease of use allows
computer architects to use it for the evaluation of next-generation
microarchitectural features.
This work presents an extended version of Sniper which enables
support for instruction set architecture (ISA) flexibility and introduces support for RISC-V. In this work, we provide a detailed look
at the updated Sniper infrastructure that can be used for exploring future architectural and microarchitectural directions on the
RISC-V ISA.
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INTRODUCTION

Simulation is essential for the design and evaluation of new computer architectures. The Instruction Set Architecture (ISA) is the
interface between hardware and software and is a major portion of
what makes up an architecture. Simulating the performance of the
microarchitectural implementation of an ISA is crucial component
for design space exploration of next-generation designs. Computer
architects, therefore, rely on timing simulation to drive the design
process to quantify potential performance improvements.
RISC-V, the latest RISC-based ISA from Berkeley [6], is distributed with an open license, a significant departure from mainstream processor ISAs today. With its straight-forward and modular
ISA, RISC-V was engineered to suit a variety of processors, from
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extremely small implementations [2, 14] to large, high-performance
implementations [9].
Building simulation infrastructure to evaluate high-performance
processors demands parallelism and higher levels of abstraction to
keep simulations within a typically limited time budget. Sniper [7] is
a next-generation parallel multi-core open-source simulator based
on interval simulation [13]. It is a fast and flexible simulator which
allows trading off simulation speed for accuracy with a range of
simulation options. Sniper first supported Intel’s x86 ISA, and this
work provides an overview of the proposed extension of the Sniper
infrastructure to flexibly support additional architectures. In this
work, we present an overview of Sniper internals and the updates
needed to support new ISAs. Sniper comes with a number of analytical techniques to ease in the evaluation of processor designs;
enabling new ISAs is one way to improve the flexibility of Sniper
to new dimensions.
This paper is organized as follows. An overview of related work
is presented in Section 2. Section 3 discusses the Sniper simulator
itself, with Section 4 describing the details of our extensions to
support RISC-V. Section 5 describes future directions, and finally
we conclude in Section 6.

2

BACKGROUND

RISC-V is a general purpose architecture that serves as a basis for a
variety of projects from industry and academia [1]. The open ISA
and the collection of related software tools enable easy collaboration
for users to optimize their design for specific functionality. The fixed
user-level ISA also ensures software compatibility and longevity of
the architecture [18].
The existing RISC-V architecture-level software implementations
include ISA functional simulators [4], full system emulators [3]
and timing simulators [15, 17]. The current work explores two
simulators, namely Spike [4] and rv8 [10]. Spike is the reference
RISC-V ISA functional simulator. It serves as a reference model and
can be extended to add new instructions. The rv8 simulator is an
additional RISC-V instruction set simulation suite comprised of a
high performance x86-64 binary translator, a user mode simulator,
a full system emulator, and an ELF binary analysis tool.
Sniper [7, 8] is a parallel multi-core simulator based on mechanistic core models. Sniper provides a range of flexible simulation
options to explore a variety of different homogeneous and heterogeneous multicore architectures, as well as a Python-based runtime
environment that allows for analysis and simulator control.
In the original execution-driven simulation mode, Sniper runs
as a tool in Intel’s Pin [16] dynamic instrumentation framework to
produce timing results for the target microarchitecture. In the standalone replay mode, Sniper can be used for collecting and playing
back instruction traces. The Sniper instruction trace format (SIFT)
files are collected and stored on disk (in the case of single-threaded
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applications) or generated on the fly and used for bi-directional
communication between the frontend and backend Sniper components. The details of the SIFT-based replay mode is discussed
in Section 3. This alternative mode can be used to run multiple
single-threaded and multi-threaded workloads on a single timing
simulator instance. It is this SIFT-based connection that allows for
the use of a variety of tools to act as the Sniper functional frontend,
which is explored in this work to port RISC-V architecture to Sniper.

Scheduler and Backend. This is the main component of the timing
simulator. The configurable thread scheduler controls and maps
program execution to the simulating cores. Each application thread
in the original program will have a matching thread in the Sniper
backend. In the case of multi-program workloads, each application
has a dedicated thread in the backend. The core models estimate
thread progress and the cache hierarchy and branch predictors are
modeled by the execution-driven performance models.

3 SNIPER OVERVIEW
3.1 Software Components

3.2

This section provides a high-level description and organization of
Sniper internals. The main components of the Sniper simulator
include the frontend, SIFT traces and backend. Figure 1 shows an
overview of Sniper’s internals.
Frontend. The functional frontend of Sniper supports different
tools that can be re-modeled as bi-directional SIFT trace recorders.
This component collects the application’s dynamic instruction state
that connects to a standalone Sniper timing instance. Typically,
this is done with binary instrumentation tools such as Pin, but
instruction set simulators allow for cross-ISA evaluation. Its main
components are:
• Control: Module that opens and closes the communication
files (SIFT) and changes the instrumentation mode between
fast-forwarding, warmup and detailed simulation. For instance, if only a region of interest (ROI) in the application
is to be simulated in detail, the code sections outside of the
ROI could be simulated in functional cache warming mode
(where the memory subsystem is warmed before ROI execution) or could be fast-forwarded without cache warming.
• Instruction instrumentation callbacks: Module that intercepts each executed instruction. It is responsible of counting instructions in fast-forward mode, sending instruction
information required by the SIFT format in detailed instrumentation mode, and handling Magic Instructions (special
instructions that do not modify the architectural state of the
processor but are used by the application code to communicate with the Sniper backend. e.g. start and end ROI).
• System call instrumentation: Module for the interception of
system calls to let Sniper backend simulate them.
• Thread instrumentation: Module that intercepts the creation,
synchronization and termination of threads.
Sniper Instruction Trace File Format (SIFT). SIFT is a trace file
format developed for use with Sniper which contains the dynamic
instruction stream generated by the frontend. The format describes
instruction execution order, but also contains additional dynamic
information (like memory addresses) that are needed for detailed
timing simulation.
Depending on Sniper’s simulation mode, the traces can be stored
for later use, or used immediately. In the execution-driven simulation mode, Sniper’s backend consumes the traces generated by the
frontend in real time, and therefore they are not stored. However,
in the standalone replay mode, SIFT traces can be recorded and
stored. These traces can be later executed with Sniper backend to
obtain performance estimates.

Modeling Abstractions

Sniper uses a number of abstractions that provide more direct
control, or simplify its implementation.
Core abstractions. Sniper currently provides two high-abstraction
core models based on interval simulation [12, 13]. The simulator
supports the original interval analysis-based version [7] as well
as the instruction-window (IW) centric model [8] that allows for
modeling additional restrictions (and provides higher accuracy) of
industry processor designs. These mechanistic modeling techniques
provide a more accurate representation of the core timing.
Perfect Memory Dependence Prediction. Perfect memory dependence prediction is something that is currently not possible to do
on a single-pass, execution driven simulator. Currently, Sniper supports perfect memory dependence prediction, and does not limit
forward progress because of imperfect prediction of memory dependencies. To support imperfect memory dependence prediction,
we will require the implementation of the dependence prediction
unit, and will need to adding false dependencies and additional
execution delays caused by mispredictions of this prediction unit
to simulate the slowdown present in the hardware.
Operating System Emulation. Operating System emulation allows
for an abstract understanding of the application. A variety of OS
wakeup scenarios are presented and this allows for abstract system
modeling in Sniper.

4

IMPLEMENTATION

The improvements to Sniper and the corresponding tools were
based on recent versions of Sniper, Spike and rv81 .
Frontend. Two of the existing RISC-V simulators, namely rv8
and Spike, were updated to support SIFT generation. The Spike
simulator and the user mode x86-64 binary translator (rv-jit)
provided by rv8 simulation suite is explored in this work as the
dynamic instrumentation frontend of Sniper.
The Sift::Writer class was used to generate the traces in
these functional simulators. The dynamic information - memory
addresses for loads and stores, branch directions (taken/not taken),
and executed/masked information for predicated instructions are
passed through the Instruction() function. Static instruction information is obtained through the getCode callback which needs to
be provided in the Sift::Writer constructor. The getCode function copies the requested range of the instruction memory into
Sift::Writer. This copy of instruction binary can be used at the
1 The versions of the tools used are: Sniper(v6.1), Spike (2dbcb01ca1c026b8) and rv8
(7fbe9fbac87365ac)
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Figure 1: Sniper Internals. Shaded modules represent the main changes applied to port Sniper to a new architecture.
backend decoder to disassemble the instruction and derive static
information.
SIFT. The SIFT format was designed at a high-level and no major
modifications were needed to the data format. The SIFT traces from
rv8/Spike were used to run Sniper in replay mode, but simultaneous
generation and consumption of traces are also supported.
Backend. The Sniper backend is quite flexible with respect to instructions, dependencies and the representation of micro-operations.
But there are a number of components that needed to be updated
to support the alternative microarchitectures.
• Decoder Library Sniper uses a series of architectural agnostic methods to implement the decoding phase of the processor. A flexible decoder format was added in the backend to determine the static instruction information. To support the new microarchitecture, sub-classes for Decoder
and InstructionDecoded were created and all the methods were implemented.
• Core Model The parameters like description of ports / functional units, latencies and branch prediction model were
updated in the Sniper Core Model.
• Configuration files The architectural parameters like details
of memory hierarchy are configurable in runtime. These parameters were adapted to the target architecture implementation. A new configuration file was also added to the stackable configuration options of Sniper to resemble a BOOM [9]
processor2 .

5

CURRENT IMPLEMENTATION AND NEXT
STEPS

Our current implementation allows for a flexible architecture base,
with lower-level customization, similar to ASIM [11]. Nevertheless,
2 We used the default BoomConfig from http://github.com/ccelio/boom-template
(ad2412bd19c9dd7d)

our simulation platform occurs at a higher level than ASIM or gem5,
to allow for more abstract micro-architecture implementations (perfect branch prediction and memory dependence prediction).
Our next steps include comparison with timing simulators to
provide an understanding of which features need to be provided in
order to maintain high accuracy when simulating processors such
as the RocketChip [5] and BOOM [9] processor cores.

6

CONCLUSION

This work presented an infrastructure extension of Sniper multicore simulator to enable multi-architectural support. We present
an overview of the updates needed to flexibly support new ISAs on
Sniper, and the result is a working simulator that can be used for
exploring future architectural developments on RISC-V. Our next
steps are to improve the features of Sniper to allow for a detailed
comparison with cycle-level processor implementations.
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